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Let R be a noetherian commutative ring with unit, m, n and t be positive 
integers with t < m, n, and S be a polynomial ring R[x,], GiGm,l Gjfn with 
mn variables. We call the ideal I, of S generated by t-minors of the matrix 
(xi/) a determinantal ideal. M. Hochster and J. A. Eagon proved that I, is 
perfect (i.e., pd, S/Z, = grade I,) of codimension (m - t + l)(n - t + 1) [7]. 
The quotient algebra S/Z, is Cohen-Macaulay when R is CohenMacaulay. 
They also proved that S/Z, is a normal domain when R is a normal 
domain. So if R = Z, the ring of rational integers, then S/Z, is L-flat, since 
it is torsion free. With letting each xii of degree one, S is a graded 
R-algebra and I, is homogeneous. 
Finding a (graded) minimal free resolution of S/Z, has long been a 
problem in commutative ring theory (we say that a finite free graded 
S-complex F is minimal when the boundary map of F OS S/Z, is zero). If 
we get a minimal free resolution F of S/Z, when R = h, then R OL F is a mini- 
mal free resolution of R Oi2 S/Z,. Such a resolution is constructed explicity 
in the case t = 1 (the Koszul complex), t = min(m, n) (the Eagon-Northcott 
complex) [4], and t = min(m, n) - 1) (the AkinBuchsbaum-Weyman 
complex) [Z]. 
There exists a minimal free resolution of S/Z, over 6, if and only if the 
Betti numbers of S/Z, are independent of the characteristic of the base field. 
Using this fact, K. Kurano and the author proved that there exists a 
minimal free resolution of S/Z, when m = n = t + 2 [6]. In this paper, we 
shall prove the existence of a minimal free resolution of S/Z, in the case 
t =min(m, n)-2. The proof consists in the calculation of the Betti 
numbers, and it does not give an explicit construction of a resolution. On 
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the other hand, the author proved that there is no minimal free resolution 
of S/Z, over Z, in the case 2<tQmin(m,n)-3 [S]. 
A. Lascoux constructed the minimal free resolution of S/Z, (for any m, n, 
and t) over a field of characteristic zero explicitly, using representations of 
general linear groups [S]. After his result, Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman 
developed characteristic-free representation theory of general linear groups 
and constructed the A-B-W resolution. 
Our argument in this article is heavily dependent on this representation 
theory. Let F and G be free R-modules of rank m and n, respectively. Then 
we can identify S with the symmetric algebra S(F@G) of FQ G over R, 
and I, is generated by l\‘F@ A’G. So GL(F) x GL(G) acts on I,. The 
Koszul complex can be expressed as S(id,@ c), the symmetric algebra of 
id,@,,. It is well known that GL(F) x GL(G) acts on S(id,,,). Hence, for 
i3 1, 
Tor~P/L S/z, 1 z HAS/z, OS S(id,,,))g Hi_ l(Ztr OS S(id,,,)) 
(whose dimension we need) has a structure of a GL(F) x GL(G)-module. 
Using the complete reducibility of polynomial representations of general 
linear groups over a field of characteristic zero, we can apply the Lascoux’s 
result to our case. 
In Section 1, we shall prepare some basic facts on characteristic-free 
representation theory. We shall also review some results on minimal free 
resolutions. 
In Section 2, we shall introduce simple, but useful subcomplexes of Schur 
complexes; t-Schur complexes L,,>. id,. In [6], we introduced the Cauchy 
formula of chain complex version. This formula says, Sk(cp @ II/) is 
isomorphic to CIj.I = k L,cp 0 L,$, up to filtration, for maps of finite free 
R-mocules cp and $. The filtration is useful to study the lower syzygies of 
determinantal ideals, but it seems too difficult to investigate this filtration, 
concerning with studying the higher syzygies. There is a canonial filtration 
of Z,@S(id,,.) of which associated graded object is @A L,,i, id,@LIG, 
where the sum is taken over all partitions 1. The importance of the 
complex L,:j, id, is pointed out by J. Roberts and .Z. Weyman from the 
geometric viewpoint [9] (see Remark 3.5.3). We shall construct this filtra- 
tion explicitly, with purely algebraic method. Explicit description of the 
filtration is important in our method, since we need not only the informa- 
tions of the associated graded object of this filtration, but also the informa- 
tions of E2-terms of the spectral sequence induced by this filtration. If the 
characteristic of the base field is zero, then the El-terms of this spectral 
sequence agree with the Em-terms. Thus, the homology groups of t-Schur 
complex L, j, id, can be expressed explicitly with irreducible representations 
(Proposition 2.4.1) in this case. But if the characteristic of the base field is 
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positive, then the homologies of t-Schur complexes appear in chaotic way. 
The author does not know a general method to calculate the homologies 
of t-Schur complexes of the identity map in the positive characteristic case. 
In this section, we shall also give a characteristic-free method to calculate 
the homology of t-Schur complexes inductively. The most important 
machinery is the fundamental exact sequence. The idea of this exact 
sequence of subcomplexes of t-Schur complexes comes from the (original) 
fundamental exact sequence which appeared in [ 11. Fortunately, if 
rank F- t is relatively small, then it does not occur terrible “modular 
phenomenon” on the homology groups of L,,,id,. So our method works in 
the case rank F- t = 2. 
In Section 3, we shall execute the calculation of the homology groups of 
t-Schur complexes, using the method developed in Section 2. This inductive 
method requires the calculation of explicit bases of the homology of all 
complexes which belong in some larger class than { L,,id, 1. It makes the 
proof very long, and we have to omit some of the long but straightforward 
argument. In the case rank F- t = 2, dim Hi(L,,id,) depends on charac- 
teristic, only for some special partitions ;1 and i. For these special 2 and i, 
we calculate the E*-terms of the spectral sequence mentioned above, and 
we complete the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 3.5.1). 
The author expresses his thanks to Professor D. A. Buchsbaum, 
Professor J. Weyman, and Or. K. Krano for valuable discussions on this 
topic. K. Kurano also read the preliminary version of this paper and gave 
some important advice to the author. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Partitions, Tableaux, and Characteristic-Free Representation Theory 
We will use the notation and terminology of [6]. We will denote by N 
(resp. N,, Z, Q) the set of positive integers (resp. non-negative integers, 
integers, rational numbers). For a set X, #X will stand for the cardinality 
of X. For a (partially) ordered set P and its subset Z, we say that I is a 
poset ideal of P when XE I, y E P, and y <x together imply y~l. 
Throughout this article, R is a commutative ring with unit. 
A row sequence ;1 is by definition a sequence of non-negative integers 
(43 A *, . ...) with li =0 for sufficiently large i. The set of row sequences is 
denoted by Q+. A row sequence I is called a partition when 1,3 Ai+, for 
any ie N. The set of partitions is denoted by Sz-. For two sequences 
of integers 2 = (A,, &, . ...) and p = (p,, ,u~, . . . . ), we define ii-p = 
(A+ Pl? A2 + P2, . ..T ). We also define k. 1= (kl,, kA,, . ...) for k E Z. For 
AEQ+, we define 
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and call them the support, degree, and length of 2, respectively. If 
1= (0, 0, . ...) then we define 1(L) = 0. For k E N,, we define Sz: = def 
{~EQ+ 1 121 =k}, and Q; =defQP nQl. 
For ~EQ+, the transpose 1 of 1. is a _partition given by xi = 
# {Jo N 1 iii > i}. Note that I XI = 11 I and that 1 is a partition obtained by 
permutation of 2 in non-increasing order. 
We will denote ;he element of (0, 0, . ...) of Q2- by 0. For ie N, we define 
E, = def (0, 0, . . . . 0, i, 0, . . . . ). We also define ui = def ci - ci+, for i E N. For 2, 
PEG+, we say that 2 1 p when ViE N, Ai> pLi. With this relation 3, Q+ 
is an ordered set. We say that 2 > p when 3 E N, Vj < i, Aj = pj and iii > pi. 
We say that 13 p when 1” > p or L = ,P. With the relation 3, Q + is a totally 
ordered set. It is clear that 1+ 1 p implies 2 2 p. 
For A, PEG+, we say that n/p is a relative row sequence if 2 2 ,u. If both 
E. and /J are partitions, L/p is called a skew shape. For a relative row 
sequence n/p, the diagram of L/p is denoted by AI,, (see [6, Delini- 
tion 1.1.31). We also define 
IA/PI Ef Ill- IPI 
1(2/p) dzf max supp n/p, 
where we define 1(2/p) = 0 when 2 = p. A skew shape 11~ is called a vertical 
s-strip when IA/p 1 = s and li- pi Q 1 for any i. For a set X, the set of 
tableaux of shape n/p with values in X (= Map(A,,,, X)) is denoted by 
Tab,,, X. 
Standardness of tableaux is important in characteristic-free representa- 
tion theory [S]. For a relative row sequence 2/p and a totally ordered set 
X with a specilied subset X’ c X, we denote the set of tableaux in Tab,,, X 
which is row-standard (resp. standard) mod X’ by Row,,,(X, xl) (resp. 
St,,,(X, xl)) (for the definition of (row-) standardness modulo subset, we 
refer the reader to [3, Definition V.l.81). The sets Row,,,(X, 0) and 
St,,,(X, 0) are simply denoted by Row2,,X and St,,,X, respectively. 
The tensor product over R is simply denoted by 0, if there is no danger 
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of confusion. Let F be a finite free R-module. We will denote the tensor 
(resp. symmetric, exterior, divided power) algebra of F over R by TF (resp. 
SF, A F, DF). For an R-linear map cp: F’ + F, we will denote the tensor 
(resp. symmetric, exterior) complex of cp over R by Tcp (resp. Sp, A cp). 
The ith tensor (exterior, etc.) power is denoted by T,F (Ai cp, etc.). These 
multilinear objects have structures of bialgebras in the category of bigraded 
R-modules equipped with the twisting morphism T. For the precise delini- 
tion, we refer the reader to [6,1.2]. Multiplications (resp. comultiplica- 
tions) of these bialgebras are simply denoted by m (resp. d), if there is no 
danger of confusion. 
Furthermore, we will sometimes denote a composite map like 
simply by A: Aiii+k (P-w(PQAj~AkfP. 
For a relative row sequence A/,u with l(n/p) = s, we define 
and so on. 
In our notation and terminology, relative row sequence ;1/0 is often 
written simply by II. For example, An cp stands for Allo cp. 
For a skew shape n/p, the Schur (resp. Weyl) module of F with respect 
to n/p is denoted by L,,,F (resp. K,,,F). In [3], Weyl modules are called 
coSchur functors. Similarly, the Schur complex of cp with respect to A/p is 
denoted by L,,, cp. The Schur (resp. Weyl) map is denoted by dilp (resp. 
d;,,). For the definition and basic facts on these items, see [3]. 
Assume that rank F’ = m’ and rank F=m, and take ordered bases 
x’= {xi > . . . >xk,) and X= {x, < ... < x, } of 8” and F, respectively. 
We set X =x’ u X and make X an ordered set with letting x’ > X. With 
this notation, Row,,,(X, xl) is naturally embedded in l\+ cp for any 
relative row sequence n/p, and is a standard basis of /\i,P cp [6,1.3]. The 
set {d,,,(S)1 SE St,,,(X, X’)} is the standard basis of L,,,q, and L,,,cp is 
universally free on F’ and F [3, Theorem V.l.101 (for the definition of 
universal freeness, see [6, Definition 1.3.101). 
Let H = 0 -+ G -% F rP, E + 0 be a finite free R-complex of length two. 
In [6, 1.23, the symmetric algebra SH= SE8 A FfB DF of H is defined. 
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SH has a structure of a commutative bialgebra of a graded R-complex. The 
boundary asH of SHis aS”oid,,+(-l)jid,,OaA* on SE@AjF@DG. 
The ith symmetric power of H will be denoted by Si H for i E N,. For 
another map $ : G’ + G of finite free modules, there is a canonical pairing 
0: A cp 0 A $ + S(cp @ II/). For the definition and basic properties of 0, we 
refer the reader to [6, Chap. III]. Let Zc N, Y c X, and SE Tab,,, X. Then 
we define 
v,(S, Y) Ef# {(i,j)Ed,,,liEZ, S(i,j)E Y}. 
We may denote vli)(S, Y) by v,(S, Y) for iE N, and v,(S, X) by v,(S) (This 
notation is slightly different from that in [6].) For S, S’ E Tab,,P X, we say 
that S< S’ when v cl,i,(S, Y) > ~ri,~,(S’, Y) for any ie N and any poset 
ideal Y of X. With this relation 6, RowA,,(X, X’) is an ordered set. 
LEMMA 1.1.1. Let M be a submodule of AA,,, rp generated by a poset ideal 
B of Row,,~(X, X’). Then M is a free-subcomplex of AAlp cp with a basis B, 
and dll, (M) is a free-subcomplex of L j.,r cp with a basis 
B= {d,,,(S)1 SE Bn St,,,(X, X’)}. 
ProoJ Let SE B. By definition of the ordering 6, the image of the 
boundary map a(S) is a linear combination of elements S’ E Row(X, X’) 
with S’ < S. By the assumption, we have a(S) E M and M is a subcomplex 
of AIIP(p. So the first assertion is now clear. By the argument of [3, V.l], 
for each SE Row,,,(X, X’)\St,,,(X, xl), we can express 
d,,p(s) = c w&,JW, (S; < s, si E st,,,(x, X’)). 
By the assumption again, d,,,(M) is generated by B. So the second asser- 
tion follows from [ 3, Theorem V. 1. lo]. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1.1.2. Let y and v be row sequences with v = y + 
(Y r+l-k).cr, for some teN and O<k<y,+,. We define the box map 
q lJ:A\,cp+A\,~ and the box tildemap fi::&,q+A\,q by 
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where q = I(y), and 0 and 0 are the composite maps 
respectively. If A, p E Q + and y = 1- p, then we may denote 0 ; by 0 I,, 
and 0 i: by 0 tjP. 
Let 11~ be a skew shape. We define S, (A/p) to be the set 
and define q ijp: Cvesn(nlp) /jy cp + AAlP cp to be the sum of the maps 
0 2/p : /jv cp -+ /\2,p cp. By the standard basis theorem [3, Theorem V.l.lO], 
the sequence 
is exact. 
1.2. Betti Numbers of Determinantal Ideals 
In the rest of this paper, R is a noetherian commutative ring with unit, 
and F and G are free R-modules with rank m and n, respectively. We fix 
bases X= {x1, . . . . x, } of F and Y = ( y , , . . . . y, } of G. The symmetric 
algebra S= S(F@G) is isomorphic to the polynomial ring R[x,] in mn 
variables with the natural identification xii= x,@yj. Let t be an integer 
with 1 < t < min(m, n). We denote the determinantal ideal of S generated by 
t-minors of the generic matrix X= (xii) by Zr. The quotient algebra S/I, is 
a Cohen-Macaulay normal domain, if R is a Cohen-Macaulay normal 
domain [7]. It holds that S/I, is a free R-module. With letting all x;s of 
degree one, S is a graded R-algebra, and I, is a homogeneous ideal. 
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Let R = K be a field of characteristic p. Then we denote the number 
dim, [T& (S/Z,, S/Z,)lj by /?fj, where by [ Ii we mean the degree j com- 
ponent (We may, since this number depends only on the characteristic of 
K.) The number bf = def cj flfj is called the ith Betti number of S/Z,. The 
existence of a characteristic-free minimal free resolution is deeply related to 
the Betti numbers. Namely, 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1 [ 10, Proposition 2 of Chap. 41. The following are 
equivalent. 
(1) There exists a graded minimal free resolution of S/Z, over any 
commutative ring R. 
(2) The numbers /?Tj are independent of the characteristic p for any 
non-negative integers i and j. 
(2’) The Betti numbers of S/Z, are independent of the base field. 
(3) If the base ring R is Z, then for any non-negative integer i, 
Tors(S/Z,, S/Z,) is Z-free. 
It is well known that S/Z, has a minimal free resolution S(id,@,,), the 
Koszul complex. We will denote S(idFoc) by Y. For a non-negative 
integer r, the degree r component S,(id,@,,) of 9’ will be denoted by Yr. 
We define 9* = def I, OS 9, and denote the degree r component of the 
graded S-complex 4’ by Y’,: Note that 4’,’ is a subcomplex of Yr. It holds 
that H,(SP,/Y’~‘) r CT&’ (S/Z,, S/Z,)], for i 2 0. Hence, mf(S/Z,, S/Z,) 
has a structure of a polynomial representation of GL(P) x GL(G). To 
calculate the Betti numbers of S/Z, in the case m - t = 2, we will clculate 
H,($/.Y’~‘) in Section 3. 
In case the characteristic of the base field is zero, A. Lascoux constructed 
the minimal free resolution of S/Z, explicitly, so the Betti numbers of S/Z, 
are also known. To state Lascoux’s result, we need some additional nota- 
tion on partitions. 
For a partition A, we define ds ,? =d”fmin{i~Nl;l,<i}-l. Let t be a 
positive integer. We denote the partition (2, + t - 1, A,+ t - 1, . . . . ;1, + t - 1, 
1 2 kfl? k+Z, . ...) by A(t), where k=dsA. 
THEOREM 1.2.2 (Lascoux [ 83). Let R = K be a field of characteristic 
zero, then [mf(S/Z,, S/Z,)li is isomorphic to 
as a polynomial representation of GL(F) x GL(G). 
We will use this significant result in Subsection 2.4. 
48,‘142’2.13 
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2. t-SCHIJR COMPLEXES 
In this section, cp : F’ + F is a morphism of finite free R-modules. We fix 
ordered bases X= {x1< ... <x,} of F and X’= {xi> ... >xk,} of F’, 
respectively, where m and m’ are the rank of F and F’, respectively. As in 
Subsection 1.1, X = X’ u X is a totally ordered set with X’ > X. 
2.1. Definition 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. Let t 2 0 and i > 0 be integers, and J/p be a relative 
row-sequence. We define Att,r,ilp cp to be the submodule of AA,,, cp, 
generated by {SE Row,,, (X, xl)1 vi(S) 2 t}. We denote the submodule 
Cie N Ar,i. i/p CP c ALIP CP bY Ar,~/p CP. If A = (k) is a single-rowed partition, 
then we may denote A,,; cp by A\r,k cp. 
Clearly, Al, i, A/p cp and AI, A,P cp are finite free subcomplexes of /jAlP cp. 
DEFINITION 2.1.2. Let A/p be a skew shape. Then we define 0 t,l,,, cp to 
be the restriction of q nlP : CVESmiru, A, cp --* AL/~(P to Cvcsm,.,, At,” cp. 
LEMMA 2.1.3. Let A= (A,, ;~,)EQ+, and u, v be non-negative integers 
with u<A, and v<&. We let k= 1, +A,--u-v. Then the image of 
A\“cp 0 l\r,k cp 0 A” cp by the map 





where we consider that /l\‘sA1 +A=- i cp 0 Ai cp ---% AAcp is the inclusion map, 
when i=&. 
Proof: Induction on U. If u = 0, then the assertion is clear. Assume that 
the assertion is true for smaller U. Then the diagram 
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is commutative. Now seeing the composite map (m @ m) 0 (A ,, qB,., ‘p @ 1 ), 
the composite morphism @(u, i), the component passing through the 
summand corresponding to i, coincides with the composite morphism 
where T is the twisting morphism. By the induction assumption, Im 0 us i 
is contained in the image of 0, for any i > 0. Hence, we have 
Im @(u, i) c Im 0 for i > 0. On the other hand, the image of 0 0 (m @ 1) in 
the diagram is clearly contained in the image of 0. By the commutativity 
of the diagram, we conclude that the image of @(u, 0) = 0 u is also 
contained in the image of 0, and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.1.4. For a skew shape n/p and a non-negative integer t, 
we define the t-Schur complex of cp with respect to the skew shape A/p to be 
the image of At, 1, ilp cp by the Schur map d,,,cp: AAlP cp + L,,,cp, and 
denote it by L, A,,, cp. 
It is clear that the standard basis 
ROW,,A,, (X, A-‘) 2’ (SE Row,,,(X, X’)l v,(S)3 t) 
of A,, 1,1,P cp is a poset ideal of Row,,,(X, X’). Applying Lemma 1.1.1, we 
have 
LEMMA 2.1.5. The underlying module of L,,l,, cp has the standard basis 
In particular, L,,A,, cp is universally free on F and F’. 
For a shape i, L,,, has a good property. 
LEMMA 2.1.6. Let A/p be a skew shape. Then we have 
Im 0 r,i/p c--l A cp = Im 0 2/p n A cp. 
1% 1,vr 1,1,1/p 
This lemma will be proved in Subsection 2.5. 
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LEMMA 2.1.7. Let 1 be a partition, and t 2 0. Then we have 
Hence, we have the exact sequence 
O- Im q ,,,n/j cp- 
t, i. 
Proqf Thanks to Lemma 2.1.6, it suffices to show that 
A cpcImb+/b 
t,i+ 1.2. I, i, 1 
for each i. So we may assume that l(A) < 2. If SE Row, X with v,(S) > t, 
then S is contained in the image of the map 
The assertion is now clear by Lemma 2.1.3. Q.E.D. 
Now let us consider a finite free R-module G. We identify G with the 
zero map 0 + G. There is a canonical pairing 0 : A cp @A G + S(cp @ G) 
(see [6, Definition 111.2.11). In this situation, 19 is the composite map 
where T is an appropriate twisting, and 4” and Q h are defined in [6, III, 
Sect. 11. 
For a row sequence y, we denote the composite map 
e’=‘e@..‘p S,,(cpQG)QS,,(cpQG)Q .-.A S,,,(cpQG) 
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For t>O, r>O, and IESZ,, we define 
and 
so that ~~‘~A)n,zr,lil=r gives a filtration on the degree r component 
Y--t.r = Y’v’(cp, G) of the graded S(Z’@ G)-complex 
Y’(cp, G)E'Z,(F, G) Q s(FBG) S(cpQG)=Z,(E G)O/j (F'QG) 
for r > 0, where Z,(F, G) is the determinantal ideal of S(F@ G) generated 
by t x r-minors of a generic matrix (if t = 0, then we let I, = S(F@ G)). For 
the original definition of {M’,’ }, see [6, Delinition IV.1.61. We denote 
MO, ’ and &Z”, ’ by M”(8) and n;i”(Q), respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.8. Let t and r be non-negative integers, and A be a parti- 
tion of degree r. Then there is a unique isomorphism flr,j., which makes the 
following diagram commutative. 
Hence, the associated graded object of the filtration {WA},, a f of 
~r,r=~r3r(v, G) is CIEa,,,i,.tL,,,cpQL,G. 
ProoJ First, note that the proposition is already proved in the case 
t = 0 [6, Theorem 111.2.71. By [6, Proposition 111.2.61, it is clear that 
So /It,a is certainly induced. By Lemma 2.1.7, we have 
n;rr.i = &p(e) (-) ML”, 
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so there is a canonical inclusion map 
va : M’,“/ti’,” + M”(O)/n;r”(O). 
We have a commutative diagram 
Since bn = /?0,l is injective, /?,,l is injective. 
On the other hand, we know that 
and 
13~ Im q ,,l@A G c&P”. 
( a ) 
Hence we have 
rr~e,(~~s~~G)=~oea(~s~~G)=M~,~f~,~ 
, . 9 . 
so that pt.), is surjective. The last assertion is now trivial. Q.E.D. 
2.2. Fundamental Exact Sequence 
In the last subsection, we got a filtration {M&j’} of 9’~~ for r B 0. So we 
have a natural spectral sequence associated with this filtration. The El- 
terms of this filtration are of the forms H,(L,icp)@ L,G. The case we want 
to know is cp = id,. Hence, it seems to be important to study the homology 
groups of t-Schur complexes of identity maps. In this section, we introduce 
some exact sequence which is useful in studying the homology groups 
we want. The original idea comes from “Fundamental Exact Sequence” 
established by K. Akin and D. A. Buchsbaum [ 11, so the author would like 
to call our exact sequence by the same name. 
In the rest of this paper, we write id, as id, : 3” + F (F’ E F) in order to 
distinguish the source of the map with the target of the map. We fix bases 
X=(1< ... cm} of F and X’= (I’> . . . > m} of 8” (with id,(?) = i for 
any i). We let F, (resp. FI) be the submodule of F (resp. F’) generated by 
2 > ..., m (resp. m’, . . . . 2’), and R (resp. R’) be the submodule generated by 1 
(resp. 1’). So id, is decomposed into the direct sum id, = id, 0 id,. We 
keep on using the notation X = Xu X’ (with X < xl). 
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DEFINITION 2.2.1. Let s and 1 be non-negative integers, and A/,u be a 
relative row-sequence. We define 
@‘(A/p) 2’ {SEROW~,, (X, X’)l v,(S, (1, 1’1) 
=s,vl(S)>t,v,(S,l’)=O(vidI)} 
and we define R’(A/p) to be the submodule of A\r,l,yP id, generated by 
&‘(A/p). Moreover, if A/p is a skew shape, then we denote d,,,(R,‘(A/p)) 
by zY;‘(&). 
By definition, it is easy to see that e’(A/p) is a free subcomplex of 
A r,l,llrc id,. 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let 1/p be a skew shape. Then we have: 
(1) L&l i&= Os2o V”(4r.l). 
(2) For each s, we have a filtration 
x;“(n/p) 3 x;‘(n/p) 3 . . . 3 xyqn/pu) 3 0. 
(3) For any s and 1, c’(J/p) is a universally free functor on F, and 
has a standard basis 
B;‘(A/p)~f{d,,,(S)l SE St,,,(X, X’) n @‘(l/p)}. 
Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) are trivial. If we introduce an 
ordering < into Row,,,(X, X’) by S< S’ if and only if S< S’ and 
vN(S, { 1, l’})= vN(S’{ 1, 1’)) then it is easy to see that we may replace < 
by < in Lemma 1.1.1 when cp = id,. It is easy to check that &‘(A/p) is a 
poset ideal of Row,,~(X, X’) with respect to the ordering <. So we have 
the assertion (3) and it completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
We now define a map $‘(A/p) : R’(A/p) + R-‘,‘((A - E,+ ,)/p)[ - l] 
for any skew shape 11~ with A,, , > Jr+ 2 and A,, , > p,+, , where by the 
symbol [ - 1 ] we mean the degree shifting (shifted complex C[ - 1 ] of an 
R-complex C is given by C[-lli=CiP, and accP1l= -a,“_,). For 
SE &‘(l/p ), we define 
~~WPW) = 
(_ l)&P,W’) s (if S(I+ 1, A,+,)= 1’) 
o (otherwise), 
where S is the restriction of S to A,,,\ {1+ 1, I,, ,)I. It is easy to see that 
v”:‘(J./p) is a chain map. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Let 1 be a non-negative integer, s 2 0, and n/p be a skew 
shape. 
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(1) If Iz’+,=A’+2 or A,+,=P,+~ or s=O, then p’(A/p)= 
xy+ ‘(n/p). 
(2) (The Fundamental Exact Sequence) If s>O, I,, I > IZIf2, and 
a , + , > p’+ 1, then we have the exact sequence 
where I is the inclusion map, and v :’ is the map induced by iT~‘(A/p), defined 
above. 
Proof The assertion (1) is trivial from the definition. We shall prove 
the assertion (2). We first prove that 6;’ certainly induces the map US,‘. To 
this end, it suffices to show that the image C;‘(Im q ,,,np’(A/p)) is 
contained in the complex (Im 0 CA ME,+, ,,,, n~sl”((A-s’+,)/p))[-l]. It 
is clear that the image is contained in zP ‘,‘( (3, - E’+ I )/p) [ - 11. On 
the other hand, any element of Im q i.,P n p’(A/p) is of the form 
Cvdmjl) CR C”,, q &,(S,,), where each S,, which appears in the sum is 
an element of Row,(X, X’), with Vi<l, v~(S”,~, { l’})=O. For each v and 
~1, if v,+~(S~,~, {l’})=O, then fi~;~‘OJ~,,(S,,+)=O. If v’+~(S~,~, l’)> 1, then 
q’n ;,,(s”,,) = It 0 ;I;mE;:,,,u (S,,,lI,~~E,+l). Hence, fi;‘(Im q ,,,nX:“(jl/p)) 
is contained in Im 0 Ci. ~ E,+, ),,, [ - 11. So v,:‘(A/p) is induced. 
Now we will show the exactness. We define p: X:‘(A/p) -+ X:3’+ ‘(A/p) by 
p(S)=0 if S(1+1,I,+,)=l’ and p(S)=S if S(I+l,1’+,)#1’ for 
SE B;‘(jlIp). We also define cr: qP’,‘((n -E,+ *)/p) + Xf’(A/p) by a(S)= 
(- 1)” ,$ for SE Bf- ‘y’(A/p), where E = 1 + ZIG, v,(S, X) and 9 is the 
element in B:‘(A/p) given by s(i,j)= S(i,j) for (i,j)# (I+ 1, A,‘,,) and 
s(I+l,A’+l)=l’. It is easy to see that por=id, v;,‘og=id, and 
1 op + CJ 0 vy = id. Hence, the sequence in problem is exact, and we have 
completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
From now on, we will denote x:‘(““‘)(A/p) by A’: m (A/p). 
We prepare some convention. If t is a negative integer, then we shall read 
/\t,;/~ id,, X:/(1/p), A4’%/-, and SO on, as if t = 0. 
Let y be a partition with p c y c d, with y/p being a vertical s-strip. We 
have a natural map 
as in [3]. We let 
M,(E)= 1 ImE’,, 
Y’ P Y 
and ti,(E)= 1 Im.Z”,,. 
Y’ > Y 
It is clear that {M,(E)} p c y c 1, y/p: vertical s-strip is a filtration of c io (A/p). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Let l/p be a skew shape, and y be as above. Then the 
composite map 
induces an isomorphism 
B,(z) : L,,,ROL,~,,+,,,,,,id,, -~,Wl~,W. 
Hence, the associated graded object of the filtration {M,(E)} is 
CL,,,ROL,~,,+,,,,,,id,,~.CL,~,,+.,,,,,id,,. 
I Y 
ProoJ: The argument similar to the proof of [3, Theorem V.1.131 just 
works, so we omit the detail. Q.E.D. 
The rest of this section is devoted to studying some general results on the 
homology groups of X:‘(A/p). 
Let A be a subset of N2. We define an equivalence relation - in A to be 
the equivalence relation generated by (i, j) - (i + 1, j) and (i, j) N (i, j + 1). 
We consider the case A = Al/,. Each equivalence class is called a connected 
component of E./~A. If 1+/p has two or more connected components, then A/p 
is called disconnected. 
Let 21~ be a skew shape and A , , . . . . A, be connected components of Alp. 
Then, it is clear that there exist partitions ill, . . . . 1” which contain p, such 
that A, = Ai~,p, . . . . A,, = A,,,,. We will also call each J-‘/p a connected 
component of 1.1~. 
LEMMA 2.2.5. Let s and I be non-negative integers, and n/p be a skew 
shape. We set III/p, . . . . Au/p to be connected components of n/p with 
A’ > . . . > A”. If inf supp ;1“/p > max(1, 1 ), then X~‘(E~/p) is homotopically 
trivial. 
Proof For a tableau SE Row,,~(X, X’), we have 
SE St*,,(X, X’) 0 Vi SI j.',~ E St,z,,(X, X’). 
Hence, we have 
x;‘(A/p) 2 1 xyJ(n’/p) 0 xi- “~“(/Y/p), 
u=O 
where A’ is the partition given by Aj.tlp = u, < u AviV. Since each 
X~P”~o(;l”/~) is a direct summand of L,,,id,, the complex X;‘(n/p) is 
homotopically trivial, and we have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
481.‘142,2-I4 
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DEFINITION 2.2.6. Let A/p be a skew shape, and 1 E N. If A, > pr and 
2, > &,I > then we say that (I, A,) is an outer corner of A/p. 
LEMMA 2.2.7. Let A/p be a connected skew shape and 1 E N. If (1, A,) is an 
outer corner of n/u, and if (2 - ~t)/p is disconnected, then the inclusion map 
qJ(A/p) + x;,‘- ’ (n/u) induces an isomorphism of homology groups. 
Proof From Lemma 2.2.5, we have X:P’,‘P’ ((A -E/)/P) is homotopi- 
tally trivial. So the lemma is clear from the fundamental exact sequence. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.23. Let A, and A, be subsets of N*. We say that A, and 
A, are equivalent, if there exists an integer j such that A, = A, + (j, 0). For 
skew shapes A/p and At/p’, we say that they are equivalent if their diagrams 
are equivalent. If a skew shape A/p is not equivalent to any shape y, then 
we say that A/,LL is twisted. 
By definition, 3$/(2/p) and J$‘(A’/$) are isomorphic if A/p and A’/p’ are 
equivalent. We will sometimes identify two equivalent skew shapes. 
For an explicit calculation of homology groups of X:‘(A/p), it is more 
convenient to consider its quotient form. 
DEFINITION 2.2.9. Let 1,/p be a skew shape, and s, 1, and t be non- 
negative integers. Then we define e’(A/p) = X:‘(A/p)/X;‘(A/p). We denote 
the quotient L,,,id,/L,,,,id. by ~,,j./,id,. 
The following lemmas follow immediately. 
LEMMA 2.2.10. (1) L,,l,,id,= @S.O~o(@~). 
(2) For each s, we have a filtration 
jQ”(@p) 3 gJ(A/p) 3 . . . 3 xy’“‘“‘(n/p) 3 0. 
(3) For any s and I, e’(,?./p) is a universally free functor on F, and 
has a standard basis B~‘(n/u)\B~‘(I1/p) (for the definition of Bf’(;1/u), see 
Lemma 2.2.2). 
We will denote ~““‘“‘(A/~) by c” (A/p). 
LEMMA 2.2.11. Let I be a non-negative integer, s > 0, and A/u be a skew 
shape. 
(1) Zf (I+ 1, A,,,) is not an outer corner of I/p, then e’(n/p)= 
x -:,I+ ‘(A/p). 
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(2) Zf (I+ 1, I,, ,) is an outer corner of A/p, then we have the exact 
sequence 
o- qJ+‘(A/p)--t Ayn:p++ ~s’,‘((~-E,+I)/CL)[-l] - 0, 
where t is an inclusion map, and 15:” is the map induced by II:‘. 
LEMMA 2.2.12. Let A/p be a skew shape, and s be a non-negative integer. 
For each partition y with ,u c y c A. and y/p a vertical s-strip, let M,(8) be a 
complex as in Proposition 2.2.4. Then passing through the quotient, we have 
a filtration {R,(E)) of e”(A/p) induced by (M,(z)). The associated 
graded object of the filtration { A?,(.?)} is 
1 L,,,ROL,--,,,,,,,,,id,,. 
The following lemma shows that H,(Y;‘(A/p)) is often isomorphic to 
Hi+ l(xF’(VPL)). 
LEMMA 2.2.13. Let s, 1, and i be non-negative integers and A/p be a skew 
shape. Zf H,(XG’(A/p)) # 0, then s = 1 A/p I, I= CC (i.e., 12 l(A/p)), i = 0, and 
%/tt is a vertical s-strip. In this case, H,(X:‘(A/p)) 2 R. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on 1 A/p 1. We may assume that A/p is 
connected, by induction assumption and the argument similar to the proof 
of Lemma 2.2.5. 
We first consider the case I= co. In this case, by Proposition 2.2.4, 
X;)‘(A/p) admits a filtration whose associated graded object is C, L,,,id,,, 
where the sum is taken over all partitions y such that p c y c 1 and y/p is 
a vertical s-strip. Hence, we have 1 A/p 1 = s, and the assertion of the lemma 
is true. 
Now we consider the case 0 6 1~ l(A/p). It suffices to prove that 
H,(X;‘(A/p)) = 0. We proceed by reverse induction on 1. By Lemma 2.2.3, 
we may assume that (I+ 1, A,+ ,) is an outer corner of A/p. If this outer cor- 
ner is the highest one of A/p, then we have X;‘(A/~)rF~“(A/~), and the 
assertion is clear. So we may assume that the outer corner (I+ 1, A,+ i) is 
not the highest one. In particular, (A- E)+ r )/p is not a connected vertical 
(s - 1 )-strip. By induction hypothesis on ) A/p 1 and 1, and the fundamental 
exact sequence, we may assume that I= l(A/p) - 1 and X;‘(A/p)g 
Xirn (A/p) (see Lemma 2.2.7). But since A/p is not a connected vertical 
s-strip, we have H,(X; co (A/p)) = 0, and we have completed the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
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2.3. Lemmas on Connected Morphisms 
To calculate H,(K%‘(A/p)), we shall study the connected morphisms of 
the fundamental exact sequences (Lemma 2.2.3). 
Let s, I, and t be non-negative integers with s > 0, and 11~ be a relative 
row-sequence with A,+, > pLI+, . We define an R-linear map 
a:J?~‘~‘((A-&,+,)/~)[-l]+~~~‘(~/~) 
by r?(S) = ( - 1)’ +Z1~‘V1(s, Y, S’ for SE Tab,,- E,+ ,j,P X, where S’ is an ele- 
ment of Tab,,, X such that S’ 1 dCi,mE, , ,)1 =S and S’(l+ 1, A,+,)= 1’. Now 
assume that A/p is a skew shape, and (I+ 1, A,, 1) is its outer corner. It is 
clear that C;“o e = id. But note that d does not always induce 
o:/YP’~‘((A-&,+,)/~)[-l] + R,‘(A/p) which appeared in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2.3. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. Let i and t be non-negative integers, A/p be a skew shape 
with I = 1(2/p) > 0, and s > 0. Assume that 
A=CC,S,E~~~“‘~‘((~-&,)/~~) 
represents an element A of H,(X:~‘,‘~‘((~-E,)/C~)), where CUE R and 
Sk E Tab,, ~ E,)/P X. Then the image of A by the connected morphism 
hi: Hi@-‘- ((1 -E/)/P)) + Hi(~Y’Vh)) 
arising from the fundamental exact sequence is represented by 
c 
(-l)v/(Sk.X’)+1 @;, 
V,(Sk. iI, I’))=0 
where Si is an element of Tab,,, X such that Si 1 (ipE,,,/1 = Sk and 
Sl(Z, A,) = 1. 
ProoJ: Let 5 be the map defined above. Since v”;‘od =id, i%(A) 
represents di(A). On the other hand, it is clear that 
CY-’ ((2 -GYP)) c F- ‘(VP) 
and 
m:- la/-l ((A-El)/p)nIm q (,~,,,,,)c~‘-‘(nl~L)nIm q iir. 
Hence, it holds that &Y(A) represents zero in H,(c”(l/p)). This implies 
that (86 - Ga)(A) represents ai( The lemma follows from the fact 
0 (v,(S,, (1, l’))>O) 
(-l)“,(sk,x’)+, si (otherwise) 
for each S,. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 2.3.2. Let A/p be a skew shape with Z(ll/p) =s > 2 and 
A, - pL, = 1. Then we have H,(e”- ’ (A/p)) = 0 for any non-negative integer i. 
ProojY We may assume that there exists a (unique) partition y such that 
p c y c A. and y/p a vertical s-strip (otherwise, B;“- ‘(A/p) = @ and the 
assertion is clear). By Lemma 2.2.12, we have an isomorphism of complexes 
h:e”(;l/p) z L,p y, +P,, IlridP,. The explicit isomorphism is given by 
~(CC,S,)=CC~S~I,,,~. Similarly, %;“%“((A-6,)/p) is isomorphic to 
L,- Y,+P,,i,,i.idF,. The isomorphism h’ is given by h’(C c,S,) =C c,SiIdii7. 
By Lemma 2.3.1, the connected morphism 
6;: H,(X:~‘,“((~-&,)I~)) + Hi(zy(@)) 
is given by f ho h’+‘. Hence, 6, is an isomorphism for any i. Using the 
fundamental exact sequence, the corollary follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3.3. Let A/p be a skew shape, and t 2 1. Then the map 
fw-2 ,(VPL)) + Kv-Y(W) 
induced by the inclusion map is zero for any i > 0. 
Proof: Using the induction on rank F, we may assume that s > 1. We 
denote by H the subcomplex of X;L I (A/p) generated by 
It is clear that the inclusion map X;‘(A/p) + X:f ,(2/p) factors through H. 
On the other hand, a similar argument to the proof of [3, 
Corollary V.l.151 will show that H is homotopically trivial. So the asser- 
tion is clear. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3.4. Let A/p be a skew shape with (1, A,) its outer corner. Then 
the connected morphism 
6, : H,(X’~‘,‘((~-&,)/~))~ Hi(ztF,‘(12/p)) 
induced by the fundamental exact sequence 
o-~‘(n/~)-*x:,“(n/~)~xs-‘,“((n-E1)/~)[-l] +o 
is zero for any s and i. 
Proof We may assume that t > 1. Let A be an element of the homology 
group Hi(X”-‘Vo((A - E~)/P)) represented by 
‘4 = c C,Sk EFo-‘,“((A - EI)//i). 
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By Lemma 2.3.3, we can take Sk E St(, _ 61 ,,r(X, X’) and vi (S,) = t - 1 for 
each k. We claim that da(A) represents zero in Hi(eo(A/p)). If the claim 
is true, then as in Lemma 2.3.1, we have 6;(A) is represented by + Ck ck Si, 
where Si is defined as in Lemma 2.3.1. Since vi (S;I ) = t for each k, we have 
S,(A)=O. So it suffices to prove the claim. For simplicity, we assume that 
I(A/p) = 2. The general case is essentially the same. 
Since A is contained in ~:~:.O((l~-~l)/~)), we have 
%4)~(Im q (i.-E,)jp n~:-:,O((~-&,)/~))+~~-1,O((;1-&,)/~) 
=Um •,~,,(A~,,,,,nW:I~~o ((~-&l)l~))+Ws~l.o((~-&l)/~) 
by Lemma 2.1.6. So we can write 
where BE-?~“~((~-E,)/~) and c~ER. For each T, it holds that 
From this fact, we have d,,,(d 0 y;/;, ),/1 (T)) E L,,,,id,. On the other hand, 
it is clear that d,,,(c?(B)) E L,,,,,id,. Hence, d,,,(da(A)) E L,,,,id,. In other 
words, da(A) represents zero. Hence, the claim is proved and we have 
completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
2.4. The Case Characteristic Zero 
Now let us apply the result of subsection 2.1 to calculate the Betti num- 
bers of S/I,. We consider the case cp = id,. For t > 0 and a partition A of 
degree r, we set I%?‘,’ = def M”~‘/A4**“. By Proposition 2.1.8, it is easy to see 
that {A?*‘), j., =r is a filtration of .y;I/Ys’, and its associated graded object 
is @ ,*, =r L,,id,@ LAG. So we obtan a spectral sequence E>*,* such that 
E!,‘,” = H,(L,,id,)@ L,G .I - Hj(Yr/4’~‘) = [T&(S/Z,, S/Z,)],. 
The notation on spectral sequences is slightly different from the common 
one. Note that the jth homology is always denoted with subscript j. It is 
clear that this spectral sequence can be considered in the category of poly- 
nomial representations of GL(F) x GL(G). If R = K is a field, then we have 
1 dim,H,(L,, idF) d im,L,GBdim,Hi(~/9’~‘)=~i,,. (*) 
PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. 
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(1) For a partition ,I and i > 0, we have 
Hi(Lt,,id,) = 
Llw>F 
(3pEESZ s.t.1=p((t), i= 11*1) 
o (otherwise). 
(2) The equality holds in the inequality ( * ). Namely, for any 1, and 
i 3 0, it holds that E’.‘3’r Em3’,‘.. 
Proof Since the characteristic of the base field K is zero, it holds that 
Horn GLCGJ(LIG, L,G) = 0 for distinct partitions 1 and p. Since we have 
E;.d = H,(L,,,id,) 0 L,G, the maps of the spectral sequence d;‘,’ are zero 
for i > 1 and any j, A. So the assertion (2) is now clear. 
By Theorem 1.2.2, we have 
On the other hand, by (2) and the complete reducibility of the polynomial 
representations of GL(F) x GL(G), we have 
Hi(~/Y’~‘) g @ H,(L,,,id,)O L,G. 
I i. I = , 
Since there exists at most one p such that p(t) = 1 for each partition A, we 
have the assertion (1). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. Let r and j be a non-negative integer. Assume that for 
any partition 1 of degree r, there exists a positive integer i(A, j) such that 
dim,Ej(Avj),‘s). 
of P. 
1s independent of char(K). Then the number /?I, is independent 
ProoJ We set fiti =def dim, E;‘,l, where the base field R = K is of 
characteristic p. First, we consider the base ring R = h, the ring of integers. 
By the universal coefficient theorem, we have 
On the other hand, by (* ) and the assertion (2) of the proposition, we 
have 
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Hence, we have /Ii, = /?jr for any prime number p, and we have completed 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
2.5. The Proof of Lemma 2.1.6. 
In this subsection cp : F’ + F, X, X, X’ and so on are as in Subsection 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.5.1. Let 11~ be a skew shape. We define the set S,(n/p) 
to be 
{vEa+13zE~,3kEN,,k<;1,+, -,uLIandv=;l-p-(A,-p,-k).cc,}. 
The box tilde map 
fi J./P: c AwJv1 
YE Sti(%/p) ” 
is defined to be sum of the maps fit/II. The restriction of ni,cr on 
CvEso(A,p) Af.v cp is denoted by fitt,l,p. 
LEMMA 2.5.2. Let kEZ and IE N,. Then the (1+ 1)x (I+ 1) matrix 
((kTi))Cl<i,j<l is contained in GL,, , (Z), where (z) is zero when b < 0, is 1 
when b=O, and is a(a- l)...(a-b+ 1)/b! when b>O,for a, bEZ. 
Proof. This is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.53. Let tE N,, and A/p be a skew shape. Then we have 
Im 0 l, nlp = Im 0 t, alp. 
Proof. We may assume that Z(n/p) = 2. We shall show that 
Im fi z, i./p = Im 0 l, Alp. We set y=A-p and 1=&p,. Any v~S,(,%/p) is 
of the form (a, IyI -a) with O<a<E. Since fii,,(I\,,Z,Y~)~Im q r,i,r 
follows from Lemma 2.1.3 with letting u = a, 2 = y and v = 0, it s&ices to 
show that n,,, (Ar,l,v cp) c Im 0 ,,A,P. To verify this, we define 
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for 0 < i< a, where T is a twisting. What we want to prove is 
Imfo c Im 0 ,+. It holds that Im gic Im 0 r,n,p for 0 < i6 a, since 
(I y 1 - i, i) E S, (A/p). Since the composite map 
is nothing but the multiplication by ( Y2-,!‘+ ’ ), it is not so difficult to show 
that 
for 0 <j < a. Thanks to Lemma 2.5.2, f0 is a linear combination of gis, so 
Im fi r,nip = Im 0 f,I/p is proved. The counterpart is quite similar, so we 
omit it. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5.4. Let A, u, II, k, and 6 u be as in Lemma 2.1.3. Then the 
image of /j\““cp Q A” cp @ A” cp by 0 u is contained in the image of the map 
i=u A 
where we consider that /j\“‘cp Q A’“’ ~ i cp * An cp is the inclusion map when 
i=A,. 
Proof This is similar to Lemma 2.1.3, so we omit it. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1.6. We fix a linearlization < of the ordering < of 
RowA,, (X, X’). Let 0 # A = 2 St ROW,,U,,CX,XIJ cs S be an element of right 
hand side. We shall show that A is contained in the left hand side, using 
the induction on maximum S appearing in the sum with non-zero cs with 
respect to the ordering 6. If S is standard mod X’, then 
O=d,,,(A)=c,d,(S)+ C c;d,,, (S’) # 0 
S’< s 
S’E Sr;;,(X, x’) 
and a contradiction. Hence, S is not standard mod X’, and the column- 
standardness mod X’ is violated between some adjacent two rows, say, 
between Ith and (I+ l)st rows. We shall show that S is equal to a linear 
combination of smaller elements in < modulo 
For this purpose, we may assume that I= 1 and /(A/p) = 2. There exists 
some j such that S(l,j)> S(2,j). We take the minimum j, such that 
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S(l,j,) = S(l,j) and the maximum j, such that S(2, j,) = S(2, j). We set 
u=j,-l-p,, u=A2--j,, and k= In/pi -U-U. Then we have 
0 .(T) = f S + (lower terms) 
as in the proof of [3, Lemma 11.2.151, where TERow~,,~,~)(X, X’) is given 
by T(l, i)=S(l, i+p,), T(2, i)=S(2, i+p,) for i<j,-pl, T(2, i)= 
S(1, i-j,+pL,- 1 +j,J for i>j,-p2, and T(3, i) = S(2, i + j, ). Hence, it 
suffices to show that 0 .(T) is contained in Im 0 [,),. If S( 1, j) E X, then we 
have v2( T) z t. So the assertion is clear by Lemma 2.1.3. If S( 1, j) E X’, then 
v,(T) > t. So n,(T) is contained in Im fi ,,j, by Lemma 2.5.4 and the fact 
u + v < 1, - 11,. By Lemma 2.5.3, the assertion is also true in this case, and 
we have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
3. EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS 
In this section, we study the homology groups of t-Schur complexes of 
identity maps. Especially, we calculate H,(L,,,id,) for any t, II, and i in the 
case rank F- t 6 2. For this purpose, we have to treat all e’(,l/p) in order 
to apply the methods developed in Section 2. Finally, using the spectral 
sequence which appeared in Subsection 2.4, we shall prove that the Betti 
numbers of S/Z, are independent of the characteristic when rank F- t < 2. 
As in Section 2, F is a free R-module of rank m, and we consider the 
identity map id,: F’ + F with ordered basis X = Xv X’. Moreover, G is a 
free R-module with rank n as in subsection 1.2. We also fix the ordered 
basis Y = Y u Y’ of the identity map id,: G” + G, where G’ is a copy of G, 
Y= {y,< ... <y,} and Y’= {y;< ... <yL} are bases of G and G’, 
respectively, with id&) =yi and Y-C Y’. Let y be a row sequence, UE 
A, id, and b E A, id,. We denote 0,(a@ 6) E S(id,@ id,) by (a 1 b), where 
ey is the pairing defined in [6, IILl]. We will regard Y = S(id,@.,) to be a 
subcomplex of S(id,@ id,) with the natural inclusion idFBG = id,@ G -+ 
id,@ id,. If there is no danger of confusion, we will denote both xi E X and 
yi by i, and both xi. and y: by i’. In the tableau notation, we will use framed 
q instead of i’. So q represents xi or y:. 
3.1. Durfee Square One Homology 
Let n/p be a skew shape, and i, s, t, and 1 be non-negative integers. We 
denote Stj,,,XoP by antist,,, X, where X0!’ is the dual ordered set of the 
ordered basis X of F. For a partition y and t 3 1, if there exists a partition 
v such that v(t) = y, then we denote the partition v”(t) by y(t). If such a 
partition does not exist, then we set y(t) = QI, and antist,, X= 0. We 
always assume that y(O) = @ for any non-empty partition y. 
First, we begin with some trivial facts. 
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LEMMA 3.1.1. If 1(2/p)= 1 and t> 1, then we have 
fWL,, idd = 
KM (IVPl =t+4 
o (otherwise), 
where y is the partition (I l/p I). 
Proof. This is clear by the fact L,,,,,id.? /j’.“ip’idF. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. Let 1. be a partition. We define TA E Tab, Y by 
T,(i,j)= yj if A1 <n, and define Tj,~Tabl Y’ by T’(i,j)= y: if 1(1)<n. 
T, (resp. Tj) is called the canonical tableau (resp. cocanonical tableau) of 
shape A. 
LEMMA 3.1.3. Let 1 be partition of weight k with i, 6 n, and a be an 
element of D,id,. Then we have (a 1 Tj.) = &-Sr(d;al T;), where d:, is the 
Weyl map. 
Proof. It is clear that T, E An G is the image of 
W(A)=y\@ . ..y.,o ... @y;@ ... gy;, 
by the map m : T,G + AA G, where q is the length of 1. By Proposi- 
tion 2.1.8, we have (a I Ti) = (Aa 1 W(I)). Since the composite map 
D,,k,F@ /j G r /j F@ D,,,,G 0 S(id,@ id,) * S(id,@ G) 
(1”) (1”) 
is nothing but 8, we have (al T),) = Sn(Aa) W(A)), where we are now 
assuming Aa as an element of /\(rk) F and W(n) as an element of D,,k,G. 
With an appropriate twisting map, W(n) can be replaced to 
w’(A)=y,@ . ..y.@y,@ . ..y2@ . . . 
which is the image of Ti by the diagonalization map A : DZG + D,,a,G, (up 
to sign). Hence, we have 
Sx(Aal W(l))= fSn(T~Aal W’(l))= fSlr(mo ToAal T;), 
where T is the twisting and m is the multiplication T,F-+ AIF. Since the 
Weyl map is the composition m 0 To A by definition, we have completed the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.4. Let y be a hook (i.e., ds y d 1) with s = 7, 3 2. If 
t 2 1, then we have: 
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(1) If lyl=t-l+i, then the set {z,,(S)ISEantiSt,,,,X} is a free 
basis of H,(L,,,idF), where 
z,,,(S) ff c 
oEGtir ,,cT=l 
u2< ... <or,u(t+ I)< ... <u(f+s- 1) 
S(l> (J(t)) . ..S(l.a2) S(1, l)...S(yl-t+l, 1) 
FTI’ 
(-1)” S(1 o(t+l)) 
Hence, we have rank H,(L,,, idF) = rank L,,,,F. 
(2) If lyl#t-l+i and H,(X:‘(y))#O, then we have u=s, l=co, 
and IyI =i+t+s-2. 
Proof We first show the assertion (2). Induction on 1~1. We may 
assume that u > 1. Even if (1, y1 ) is an outer corner of y, we have 
Hi_ i(x,U-‘*“(y - E,)) = 0 by the induction assumption, so that we always 
have a surjection H,(X:‘(y))+ H,(xF’(y)). So we may assume that 
12 s - 1. If u = s, then the assertion is clear by Lemma 2.3.2. So we may 
assume that u #s. Let us consider the case u > s. In this case, it holds that 
B ;“-l(y)=@. H ence, we have X;“+ ’ (y) = 0 in this case. Now consider the 
case U<S. Ifs=2, then u must be 1. So we have Hip,(~-‘~“(y-~E,))=O 
by Lemma 3.1.1. If s 3 3, then Hi- ,(xyP ‘xa, (y - 8,)) =0 by the induction 
assumption. Hence, we may assume that I= co. In this case, we have an 
isomorphism e O” (y ) 2 L, _, ?,“idF,, where v is the unique vertical u-strip 
(1”) contained in y. Since y/v’is disconnected, we conclude that L,- ,,.i,vidF, 
is homotopically trivial. So the assertion (1) is now clear. 
Now let us show the assertion (1). We first show that z,,(S) is a cycle 
of t,,id,. Letting rank G be sufficiently large, we have by Lemma 3.1.3, 
=C(-l)~i%rr 
S(l,u(t)-.-S(l,u2) S(l,l)...S(y,-t+l, 1) 12...y, 
D ( S(l,cr(t+l))...S(l,a(f+s-1)) ‘I > pq 
= *&sn 
( 
S(l,f+s-l)...S(1,2) S(l,l)...S(y,-t+l,1) 1 . ..yJg 
> 
EO (mod M,,, 1, 
By Lemma 2.1.8, z,,,(S) is a cycle of L,,,id,. 
We will show the assertion (1) by double induction on [ y 1 and rank F. 
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We first calculate the homology H,(XF”-’ (y)). If u as, then it is clearly 
zero by Corollary 2.3.2. If 1 d u < s, then by a similar argument to the proof 
of (2), we have an isomorphism 
By the induction assumption, Hip ,(x,“- ‘,“(y -8,)) is zero if ~3 2, and 
Hip ,(XF Z (y -E,)) has the free basis 
If S~antiSt,~,, X, S(1, t+s- l)= 1, and S(yl+t- 1, l)#l, then we have 
u(z,,,(S))= +z,,,~,,(S’) where S’ is the restriction of S on (y-~,)(t)= 
y(t)-El. Hence, the set of zr,?(S) with S~antiSt,,,,X, S(1, t+s- l)= 1 
and S(y, + t - 1, 1) # 1 is the free basis of H,(X,!~‘P1(y)). 
Now we shall calculate the homology H,(L,,id,) z eU H,(xU,‘(y)). By 
the assertion (2) we have an exact sequence 
for u 3 1. For SE antiStY,,, X with # {(i,j)l S(i,j) = 1 } = u and 
S(1, t+s-1)= 1, we have u(z,,,(S))= +z~,~-~,(S”), where S” is the 
restriction of S on (y - E, )(t) = y(t) - E?, ~, + , . Hence, the assertion (1) is 
now clear by the induction assumption. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Special Cycles 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let A= (A,, 2) be a partition, and p= (1). We set 
i=A,-t+l andy=(A,-1, 1, 1). Then we have: 
(1) Ifj#i, then H,(e’(A/,u))=Ofor any s and 1. 
(2) Zf s32 and 13 1, then HJq’(A/p))=O. 
(3) z : Hi(X:.m(A/p)) + H,(X:x’(A/p)) is an isomorphism. 
(4) I : H,(X:,‘(%/p)) + H,(X,!,‘(A/p)) is an injection. 
(5) The set {Z,,j./ll(S)I S~antiSt~(~) X} is a free basis of H,(L,,,,id,), 
where 
Z,,&(S)~ c (-l)“+h S(l,t+2) ..t:r.. S(l,2)B. 
Z<rr<h .YL NlS(1, 
Proof: Double induction on rank F and 1 A/p 1. By Lemma 2.2.12, it is 
easy to see that H,(q”(A/$)) # 0 implies s d 1, and there is a canonical 
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isomorphism H,(X,ixm(A/p)) 2 LYZ~(L,,~,(~, i,id,,) derived from the exact 
sequence 
0 + L, j,,(l)idF, -+ x:‘“(A/p) + E, n,(i ,,id,, + 0. / . 
Using Proposition 3.1.4, it is not so difficult to show that the set 
{z,,~,~(W SE antiSty,,, X!-‘(l)= ((1, t+2,}} 
is a free basis of H,(R:,“(A/p)), and that H,(X,!,“(1/p)) = 0 forj# i. Since 
(A - .sZ)/p is disconnected, we have H,(F”(A/p)) g H,(~‘(A/~)) for any s 
andj. So the assertions (2) and (3) are clear. By Lemma 2.3.4, we have an 
exact sequence 
-+ Hi(~O(A//4)) A Hip ,(2iy”((n - &1)//l)) + 0. 
In particular, we have the assertion (4). Since V(z,,j,,~(S)) = +z,,(~,.- EIj,I1(S’) 
for any S with S(I, - t, 1) = 1, the rest of the assertions follow. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let A= (A,, 2) and y= (,I,, 1, 1) be partitions, and 
i=l,-t+2. Assume that R is afield, and t>2. 
(1) Zfj#i, i+ 1, then H,(R~‘(I))=Oforanysandl. 
(2) Ifchar(R)#2 and 16 1, then H,(F,‘(l))=Ofor any s andj. 
(3) If char(R)=2, then the sets (z,,~(S)IS~antiSt,(,,X} and 
{it,l(Wl SEantiStyctj Xl are bases of Hi+ ,(L,,id,) and H,(t,,,id,), 
respectively, where 
z,.l(s)d”’ c S(l,r+2)S(l,f+l) ..!.y.. S(1,2) S(l,l)...S(I,-t+1) 
2-b~ 
and 
iJS)d”’ 1 S(l,t+2) S(l,t+l) ..%s(1,2) S(l,l)...S(I,-f+l). 
2Goth S(l,b) m 
Proof: Double induction on 1 A ) and rank F. The assertion (1) is easy, 
so we omit the proof. For any s > 1, we have an exact sequence 
o+Hi+,(xy(n))g% H;(X”-‘J(&&,)) “:” - H,(xf-“(A)) 
-+ H,(xy(A)) + 0 
by Proposition 3.1.4. 
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For S E antis& ~ E2jC,J X with S’(l)= ((1, t+l)), the image of 
z, 1 _ ,,(S) by the connected morphism 6:’ is 
&,>.pI)u 1 S(l,t) ..y... S(1,2) S(l,l)...S(I,-t+l, 1) 
, / lIs(1,LI)l 
(use Lemma 2.3.1). By Lemma 3.1.4 and Lemma 2.2.12, this is a basis 
element of Hi(Y:, m (A)). H ence, the connected morphism 62, ’ is an 
isomorphism. Hence, we have H,(X:r(I)) = Hi+, (X:,‘(A)) = 0. If s > 3, we 
have H,(~-‘,‘(~-E~))=H~(XS,~(~))=O. Hence we have H,(X;‘(A))= 
Hi+, (c ’ (A)) = 0 in this case, too. Let us consider the case s = 1. For 
S~antiSt+~~)(,) X with S’(l)=@, we have 
s:~‘(z,,,-,,(s)) 
=* 1 (-1)” S(l,r+l) S(l,r) ...!... S(1,2) S(l,l)...S(1,-t+l,l) 
II,2 1 piGi’ 
- = +F c (-*Y+h l S(l,Ifl) ..r:f.. S(l,2) S(l,l)...S(I,-r+l,l) 2<“<h 81, h)[ 
- 1 (-l)“+h 1 S(l,r+l) ..yF.. S(1,2) S(l,l)...S(1,-t+l,l) 
cr>h>2 
S(l, hqzz-’ ‘1 
= +2 1 (-1y+* 1 .ql,t+l) ..!.f.. S(1,2) S(l,l)...S(I,-r+l,l) 
ZCO<h 
SC13 h$Gq 
in H;(X,‘,“(A)). Hence, St,’ is an isomorphism if char(R) # 2, and we have 
H,(x,!,‘(J.)) = 0 for any j. By the induction assumption and the fundamen- 
tal exact sequence 
o~~‘(~)-~“(n)~~s’,“(n-&l)[-l]~O, (*I 
the assertion (2) follows. Now we shall show the assertion (3). It is easy to 
see that z~,~(S) and [,,i(S) are cycles. Since char(R)=2, the connected 
morphism 6 t*’ is zero. So u:;ti : i-ii+ i(X:*l (A)) -+ H,(X:‘(A - Ed)) and 
1 : H,(X:~ “(A)) + Hi(xy(n)) are isomorphisms. If SE antiSt,(,, X with 
S’(l)= ((1, t+2)}, then we have Ui(Z,,~(S))=Z,,j._,,(S’), where S’ is the 
restriction of S to A--J+. Hence, the set {z,,,(S)lS’(l)= ((1, t+2)}} is 
the basis of Hi+, (&i,‘(A)). By Lemma 2J3.4, the connected morphisms of 
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the fundamental exact sequence (* ) are all zero. So from a similar argu- 
ment to the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, the assertion (3) follows. Q.E.D. 
3.3. The Case I(@p) = 2 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let s and 1 he non-negative integers, and A/p be a skew 
shape with l(,?/p) > 1. Zf 1 $ supp A/p, then e’(n/p) is homotopically trivial. 
ProoJ If t = 0, then the assertion is clear. If t > 0, then X:‘(i/p) = 0 by 
definition. Hence, we have P’(~/P) = X;‘(n/p). The lemma follows from 
Lemma 2.2.13 and the universal freeness of X;‘(J/p). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Let s and 1 be non-negative integers, and ,I/p be a skew 
shape with 1(2/p) > 1. Zf A/p is disconnected, then e’(n/p) is homotopically 
trivial. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.2.13, we may replace p’(n/p) by c’(n/p). As in 
Lemma 2.25, Ailr is the disjoint union A,,,,u AAu,#, where AU/p is the 
lowest connected component. By Lemma 2.2.5, we may assume that 
12 inf supp AU/p. In this case, we have 
By Lemma 3.3.1, X~P”~‘(~“/~) is homotopically trivial for each v. Now the 
assertion is clear. Q.E.D. 
Let n/p be a skew shape with l(n/p) = s and 1 E supp J/p. Then we define 
Tw(~/P) =def ,~i - ~1~. If 1’/1’ is a skew shape equivalent to A/p, then 
Tw(A’/$) = Tw(~/P)). 
LEMMA 3.3.3. Let 11,~~ be a skew shape with 1 E supp l/p, 1(1/p) > 1 and 
Tw(A/p) 2 rank F- t. Then e’(A/p) is exact for any s and 1 with l< l(A/,u). 
ProoJ: Double induction on 1 A/p 1 and rank F. We may assume that 
s B 1 and A/p connected. We use the reverse induction on 1. We assume that 
e/(1/~) is not exact. We set a= 1(1/p). We claim, if (l+ 1, A,+ ,) is an 
outer corner of n/p, then K ~ ‘3 ‘((I - E ,+ i)/p) is exact. To prove the claim, 
we may assume that this complex does not satisfy the assumption of the 
lemma, and 1 E supp (A - E!+, )/p. In this case, (2 - E,+ i )/p must be length 
one. Hence, 1/p must be equivalent to the partition y = (A, -pi, 1) and 
I= 1. Hence, we have rank F= t and anti%,,,, X= 12/. By Lemma 3.1.4, 
c’(y) is exact, and it is a contradiction. So the claim is proved. Hence, by 
the usual fundamental exact sequence argument, e’(n/p) is quasi- 
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isomorphic to e’+’ (n/p). If I+ 1 <a, then it contradicts the induction 
assumption on 1. So we may assume that I+ 1 = a, and c” (A/n) is not 
exact. So there exists a partition v with p c v c A, v/p a vertical s-strip, and 
IT l--v,+~, n,VidF, is not exact. Consider the case /(/l/v) 6 1. By the connec- 
tivity of’ A/p, it is easy to see that 11~ is equivalent to a hook y and 
I(y) =s = a 2 2. By Corollary 2.3.2, e’(A/p) is exact. Hence, we may 
assume that 1 E supp A/v and Tw(A/v) <rank F, - t + v, -p, by the 
induction assumption. We set b = /(A/V). Then it holds vh3 p, + 2. This 
forces h/p to be disconnected, and it is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Since our purpose is to calculate the homology of X;,‘(A/p) for all s, /, 
t and A/p in the case rank F- t < 2, Lemma 3.3.3 is useful. In the rest of 
this section, we assume that rank F- t d 2. The next lemma is proved by 
(essentially) step-by-step applications of the technique which already 
appeared and Lemma 3.3.3, so we only describe the sketch of the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3.4. Let A= (A,, A,) be a partition of length two with A,3 3. 
Then, 
(1) IfHi(~‘(A))#Oforsomesand2, then wehave&-l>t>l and 
i= [A[-2(t- 1). 
(2) If H,(fi’(A/(l))) #O for some s and I, then we have A2 - 2t> 1 
and i= (A( -2t. 
(3) IfA2- 13t>l andi= IRI -2(t- l), then (z,.,(S)ISEantiSt,(,,x} 
is a free basis of Hj(e’(A)), where z,JS) is dej%ed as foIlows. We define: 
i 
L-4 
(S)d~fS(2,f+l)...S(2,3) s(1, l)s(2, l).....s(ii,-t+l, 
S(l,t+l)...S(1,3) S(1,2)S(2,2)...S(A.,-t+l,2) 
rl,.i.(S) SC l 
. ..t-2t-1 t+2S(2,1) S(3,I),....S(A,-t+l, 
1 . ..I-22 t-t1 t-l S(3,2) ‘. . S(& - t + 1,2) 
(A: ift22, S(1,2)>S(2,2), andS(2,3)=S(l, 3)) 
,&f l...t-2t-1 tt2t S(3, l)-..+*s(?“, -t+ 1, 
1 . ..t-2t t+l t-l S(3,2)...S(&-t+l,2) 
(B:ift>22, S(1, 1)>S(2, l), andS(1, i)=S(2,2)&S(3, 1)) 
def 
= 0 (otherwise) 
Z,.A(S) fEf i,.,(S) + f?,.l.(Sh 
where the condition S(2, 2) 2 S(2, 2)aS(3, 1) in B is omitted when 
/(a(t)) < 3. 
4814142J2-15 
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(4) If 2, - 2 b t 2 1 and i = 1111 - 2t, then {z,,,,(,)(S)I S E 
antiSt i(tJ -61X} is a free basis of H,(L,,,,,,id,), where 
Z,,,,(,)(S) ffst2’;+ 
Sketch of the Pro05 Induction on 1 A 1. Using the fundamental exact 
sequence argument and the induction assumption, the problem reduces to 
the case 2, = 3. In this case, first prove the assertions (1) and (2). Then, 
using Lemma 3.3.3, (3) is easy to prove, since we have t = 1. In proving (4), 
the problem is the case t = 2. By the universal coefficient theorem and the 
assertion (1) we may assume that R is a field. It is not so difficult to show 
that I2,j,(S)= -2~~,~(s), provided the condition A or B. If char(R)#2, 
then we may replace z&S) by [2,A^(S), and the rest is straightforward by 
Proposition 3.2.2. If char(R) = 2, then consider the exact sequence 
-5 Hi~,(Xy(A-Ez))’ 0 
and observe that 
(z~,~(S)I SE antiStLc2, X, S-‘(l)= ((1, 3), (2,3))) 
is a basis of Hi(X2’ (1)). The rest is straightforward. Q.E.D. 
3.4. The Case 1(1/p) > 3 
The main result of this subsection is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4.1. Let R be a field, t > 1, i > 0, F be a finite free 
R-module with rank F- t 6 2, and 1 be a partition. Zf dim, H,(L,,,id,) 
depends on char(R), then t > 2, rank F- t = 2, and A= (A,, 2). In this case, 
it holds i= ),I -t or i= 111 -t+ 1. 
The proof consists in explicit calculations, namely, the results so far we 
developed in this section and the following lemmas. The following lemmas 
are proved by step-by-step tedious calculations, but essentially consists in 
the fundamental exact sequence argument and the explicit calculations of 
the connected morphisms derived from the fundamental exact sequences 
(so we omit it). In the rest of this section, R is a field, t is a positive integer, 
and rank F-t,(2. 
LEMMA 3.4.2. Let A/p be a skew shape with 1(2/p) 2 3. If rank F-t < 1, 
then e’(A/p) is homotopically trivial when I < 1(2/p). 
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LEMMA 3.4.3. Let A/,u be a twisted skew shape with 1(2/p) > 3. If we have 
H,(e’(A/p)) # 0 for some i and s, then 12 l(A/p). 
LEMMA 3.4.4. Let A = (A,, 2, 1) be a partition, and t > 2. If 1 d 2 and 
Hi(e’(l)) # 0, then s = I = 2 and i = 1 A 1 - t. In this case, the set 
{i,,i(a)la= (a,, ...> a,+,), t+2>a,> ... 3a,,-,>2} 
is a basis of Hi(x:-‘(A)), where 
i,,i.(~) 2 
t+llt+22,1 
t+l>~>b>2(-1)~+h , Y 
1 ..:y.. t+llt+2 
- 1 a r-P b 
I 1. 
LEMMA 3.4.5. Let A= (A,, 2, 2) be a partition, and t > 2. If 1~ 2, then 
e’(A) is homotopically trivial for any s. 
LEMMA 3.4.6. Let I be a partition with II, > 3, A3 < 2, and l(A) = 3. If 
I< 2 and e’(A) is not exact for some s, then A2 > t + 1 and 
i= III-2(t-1). In this case, Hi(L,,id,) has a basis (z,,~(S)JSE 
antiSt ic,j X}, where 
z,,,($ i (- 1y 
S(2,t+l) “““S(2,3) t+2S(2,1) . . . . . $A,-t+1,1) 
k=l 1 k lzYzzJ . ..“... t 
when A, = 1, and 
z,,z(s)~f c (-l)“,” 
1 ...?... t t+2t+2S(3,1).....S(A,-t+l, 
1<u=sv<r 1 ..Y... t t+lt+lS(3,2)~~~S(i,-t+l,2) 
El 
VU 
when A, = 2. 
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LEMMA 3.4.7. Let 1% be a partition with A,2 3 and A, = 0. Zf 1~ 2 and 
Hj(~~‘(;1))#Oforsomes,then1,3t+2andi=(jl~-3(t-1).Znthiscase, 
Hi(L,.nid,) has a basis {z,.,(S)IS~antiSt~,,,X}, where 
::::;,,,, 
. ..t-l t+2 t+2 t+2 S(4, l)....... S(A,-t+l, 1) 
z&s)% t-l t+l t+l t+l S(4 2). 
LEMMA 3.4.8. Let 1, be a partition with l(A) > 4. Zf 1~ l(A), then .X$‘(A) 
is homotopically trivial for any t and s. 
3.5. Main Result 
The purpose of this subsection is to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5.1. Let K be a field, t, m, and n be positive integers with 
tdminhn), S=KCx~jll<i<m,,<,<n be a polynomial ring over K with mn 
variables, and Z, be the ideal of S generated by t x t-minors of the matrix 
(xii). If t >min(m, n)-2, then the Betti numbers of S/Z, (as an S-module) 
are independent of the characteristic of K. 
COROLLARY 3.5.2. There exists a minimal free resolution of S/Z, over 
K = Z, the ring of integers, if and only if t = 1 or t 3 min(m, n) - 2. 
Proof The “only if” part is proved in [S]. The “if” part follows 
instantly from the theorem and Proposition 1.2.1. Q.E.D. 
To prove the theorem, we shall show that fl$ is independent of p for any 
j and r. We claim that the E*-term E~~r~i-’ of the spectral sequence appeared 
in Subsection 2.4 is zero for any characteristic, for j, t > 2, where 
ij= (j + t - 2,2). Assume that claim is true. For a partition p of degree r 
andjbOwithr-j#t-l,weseti(~,j)=lif~#Z’andi(~,j)=2if~==j. 
Then by Proposition 3.4.1, the assumption of Corollary 2.4.2 is satisfied. 
Hence, it holds that b$ is independent of p, if r-j # t - 1. On the other 
hand, since g/X’-” is universally free for any r, the alternating sum 
1, ( - 1)’ /I$ is independent of p for any r. Hence, B,P_ I+ I,r does not depend 
on p for any r > t - 1, and the theorem follows. 
Now we shall prove the claim. We set I = 2’. By Proposition 3.2.2, it suf- 
fices to show that d,!$; : E,!;I,: + E, l,f.l is surjective when p = 2, where 
y = (j + t - 2, 1, 1). By Proposition 3.2.2 and the standard basis theorem 
[3, Theorem V.l.101, E,!,‘,A r H,(L,,,id,)@L,G is generated by the 
elements of the form (c,JS)l T) with SE antiSt,,,,X and TE St, Y. For such 
S and T, we define T, E St, Y to be the tableau given by T, (1, a) = T( 1, a) 
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for 13a3j+t-2, T,(2, l)=T(2, l), and T,(3, l)=T(2,2). Then we 
have in Y/Y’, 
~(z,,,(~)l T, I= (it,i(W 0 
Hence, the claim is proved, and we have completed the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark 3.5.3. From the geometric viewpoint, the complex E,,id, can 
be grasped as follows. Let n : G + Spec R be the grassmanian of (t - l)- 
quotients of F, and R be the tautological (m - t + 1)-subbundle of n*F. 
We set Q = n*F/R. Then, J. Roberts and J. Weyman [9] pointed out that 
the cohomology H’(G, K,R) is naturally isomorphic to HI,- ;L,,;.idl;, 
since the complex L,cj is an acyclic resolution of K,R, and 
H”(G, L&)zL,,id,, where 4 : n*F-+ Q is the natural projection. So 
Proposition 2.4.1 is nothing but the special case of Bott’s theorem (see [S, 
Theoreme 5.11). 
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